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Karren LaLonde Alenier

On The Matter Of Being
3 February 1874
in a window /in or around
Pittsburgh /she comes to
stress matters /stress matters
in the slide /between inside
and out /is she dreaming
or being dreamt /I dream /you
dream /she
dreams /they
dream /dreamed
dreamt
the t versus /ed irregular
past tense /or living
verb /the British
channel /between
learn and /spill
still /what matters
the interior /smaller
or larger /than the
cell
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Abdul Ali

Four Blue Stanzas
Trayvon Martin
Skittles
Hoodie
Florida
Outrage
Numbness
*
Panic
Chest closing in
Life fighting
My mind invaded
Nervous twitch
This isn’t a smile
*
Hope
That breath
Those words
Will save me
See me through this time
Just one more
Ameen
*
Our Churches are burning
Time’s hands have somersaulted
Backwards
This can’t be a new Millennium
Churches burning.
Red Summer
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Nin Andrews

The Tearless Man

On the Island where I grew up, tears are considered sacred. For this reason, all Islanders cry easily. It is not unusual
to see an Islander sobbing as openly as a newborn while eating dinner at a local bistro or wandering the city streets.
But in recent years a new kind of man has emerged: the tearless man.
Why no tears? Islanders ask, contemplating the plight of the tearless man.
It is believed on the Island that there is a perfect balance between the number of minutes one can laugh in a
lifetime, and the number of tears one can cry.
Sometimes a tearless man dreams the crying dream. When he wakes, he feels he has been sleeping in a heavy rain.
But his pillows are always dry.
Psychologists call the tearless man un homme manqué, likening him to a ghost, or a soul with something missing.
Men without tears, it is said, are like houses without mirrors.
According to doctors, tear ducts can become damaged by lack of use. A damaged man can dry up forever, leaving
him an emotional desert, or worse, a fire hazard.
The right combination of wind, cigarettes and bad luck at the casinos, and the tearless man becomes a tinder box,
bursting into flames at a moment’s notice.
For the tearless man, sex is as close to crying as he can ever come. But no one on the Island wants to sleep with a
flammable man.
Attempted cures for the tearless man have included bee sting therapy, Weep Now--a tincture derived from bird
peppers, and marathon viewings of Love Story.
Sometimes the Islanders become angry with the tearless man. Don’t you ever feel sad? they ask. Aren’t you
ashamed of yourself? They pinch his skin. They poke him. They beat him. But the tearless man only stares back at
them, impassive and mute.
How can the tearless man explain? Sorrow is an ice cube in his throat.
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RD Armstrong

Ivy
“My daddy calls this n*gg*r bath;”
she calmly tells me as she spritzes herself with perfume
to hide the stale odor from sweating through
another shift.
My heart aches at her vulgar racism
but I let it slide because she has something I want.
Hers is an inherent funkiness
an earthiness that reminds me of some of the women
I knew when I lived in the East Bay
in the early seventies.
She won’t let “things” between us get out of hand
She’s in control
I let her take advantage of me
I don’t know what else to do.
We both know that this is just a moment in time
two strangers with excess baggage
My need to touch, to be touched
Her need to be touched.
I give her massage
she lets me
She gives me companionship
I let her.
We laugh at stupid, inane ideas
we come very close to being affectionate
But we are very mindful (she more than I)
not to get too lost in the mists of intimacy.
She thought that I might become her “in town man”
but that deal fell through.
When we first met, I thought she would be trouble
but, like Tom said, “I pulled on trouble’s braids........”
Some day, she’ll move uptown
or out west Texas way, to her rancherita
and I’ll be here, still
like the air on this hot, June day.
We never kiss.
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James H. Beall

Onyx Moon

He died “East of here under an Onyx Moon”
in an older time. We have not seen his like
since. This is a letter from the Dark
Ages, of a place and time it is better

not to know. What is the wind coming to?
Or from? Which is the orb that rises North
of a convergence of tracks, dark rails
shining, seeming to have their own light.

We know in our minds these thin strings, barely
luminous, do not meet. But what does the mind
know, really? It is the heart that teaches us
dread. There is a mist in the sky in place

of stars. What compass can tell us, we
do not believe: the false convergence of tracks,
the true convergence of meridians, the pale
skin of a girl we knew once, becoming flame.
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Anne Becker

Slow Lyric

and we let the light love us
and its companion shadow
touch our half-closed eyes
the surface of skin, elastic
and humming—aaahhh
the twitch and ouch and
itch of it—is this it? The
mouth parting, breath
leaving and entering the
nostrils, throat, chest; eyelids
heavy with animal sleep, animal
waking, the light itself let in
around the eyelash shadow?
Should we move yet? Turn
our quiet bulk one to the
other? Do we rest before
touching our own pinkishblue flesh? Beads of sweat
prickle the upper lip, cooled
by the out-breath, the tongue
stealing into the airy gap between
our breasts; what does it know of
light, can it taste the shadows?
So slow, so liquid, this union of
impulse and matter, this shy
cellular being.
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Remica Bingham-Risher

Scene
This is the storyline unchanged:
the foreground is a woman’s house
which I will come to love
forty years from now
when I have aged and been born,
when a man has remedied the woman’s
wounds after another has nearly
murdered her, with all the careless
world and neighbors watching.
The reckless man hits the woman
and the unborn come
running, tucked beneath
the arms and eyelids
of our mothers, her sisters,
storming the porch
to save the innocents
nearly lost in the house’s bleeding.
The climax is the gun:
and endless fingers clamoring
for the trigger. This is the story
they tell when one of us
is cracked open, left
a discolored bruise.
And if I know anything at all
it’s the character of that summer night
when every generation learned
how to end love, how to free it
with the threat of a bullet,
how to leave a man
in an empty corner, stained
and trembling, remembering
the denouement—the barrel
pressed to his temple
and every eye in the warm night air
turned blind and cold.
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Sheila Black

Frozen
We did not see my sister slip away
into the mythic world of air, ice, and hunger
until it was almost too late. I did not
see my daughter do the same until her
arms were twigs in the photographs which see
more than we do. Time stilled in the picture
on the lawn where she—my daughter as
did my sister once—leans back into the
shadow of a spring tree—
a magnolia not yet thick and floral, an aspen
quaking yellow on a slight hill, a rubber
plant, each leaf streaked like veins, and the
story of the photograph never quite the same
as the story of the heart or how it stutters
and tries to uncover each time a new
language. She won’t listen when we tell her
to eat; in the photographs we take, her
face translucent and also clouded, lower lip
pushed out, palms facing us as if to say
“Go, go away.” Some of the old photographs
fool me every time. Everyone is smiling and
you don’t see the storms of father or
mother who wished we did not cling so tight
as I wish it now, trying to pull back my child
so hard my body turns hollow, a shell, a
case of stitched skins. If the photograph could
only give us the selves we know—their torturous
journeys and mythic panopticons. Perhaps then
I would understand why my daughter refuses
to eat. Her “no” so obdurate we
are forced to prison her within this frame:
a photograph, a plate, three times a
day, a meal, each one laid out so carefully:
the meat, the potatoes, the greens. But she doesn’t
live here. The photograph can’t tell us what
she sees—and that other world, hers, so full of
rules that must be followed, prohibitions, rituals,
glittering and immaculate as the ice crystals,
which even now form in the mornings on the
windows of our house—small starbursts like memories
of breath. She must love so much the notion
of unchanging. She touches them with cold fingers.
In the photograph, we can see her carving—the
terrible art of turning herself to air.
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Jody Bolz

Echo
All the years we spent
expecting years to come
no thought of last things
each spring another spring
new grass at our feet
it was April it was May
we sat out back at sunset
spread a map across our knees
to plot a summer route
but I was never good at that
I struggled to make sense
of distances and altitudes
the skewed concentric circles
where mountains must be
I had to squint to picture
the valleys and our figures
stepping stone by stone
across each ink-blue line
the map itself a paper world
complete with its own key
while the real world’s mysteries
kept unfolding
how tender and deliberate
and hopeful we were then
how tireless and baffled
climbing months like switchbacks
you and I with the children
between and then beside us
and now so far ahead
shouting at a rock face
to hear their ghosts shout back
the voices theirs
or almost theirs
and then unrecognizable
except as falling human sounds
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Laura Boss

Martha Stewart Visits My Apartment

In my dream Martha Stewart arrives at my apartment
"Your place won for extreme intervention," she announces
rushing in with TV cameras and
four of my closest friends who are looking nervous
"Your friends wrote to me ," Martha continues
"and said how none of them has
visited you for five years because you say that your two room
apartment is too littered with books and poems
in messy piles to allow them in”
"The only place that is not covered in books is your view
through your unwashed windows 26 floors above the
Hudson River shimmering below and the Empire State Building
lit up for another holiday and the skyline still beautiful
through your windows that need Windex desperately”
"We love you and don't want you to trip over these books and
break a hip or worse"
"There's nothing wrong with my place that
I can't clean up myself, " I say
recognizing an intervention when I see one
"You need help ," they say
"You can't do it alone"
"How many times you've said you're going
to clean up your apartment and haven't been able to"
Martha puts her hand up to stop them from talking
"I'm here," she says
"Things will be ok"
"You need to admit you're addicted to books"
she says as she picks up Fear of Flying
from the floor and tosses it into a giant trash bag
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Ann Bracken

Rena
Rena’s brown eyes focus on something in the distance—
She slumps in her chair
cropped brown hair frames her frozen face.
Rena never smiles
except when she talks about her going back to Brazil
or about taking care of her 5 year old sister.
They make castles together and later Rena writes stories
with a hero named Marvelous Maggie.
Rena tells me I love reading to her and writing stories.
A smile spills across her face.
Rena fails every class in 10th grade—
despite repeating 9th grade work. At midterm,
she begs for the chance to take Honors English 10
I’m bored. If you challenge me, I’ll work, she promises.
When I ask Rena how she’s doing, she looks past
me, then shuts her eyes.
My parents work all the time, so I have to take care of my sister.
I want to take a drawing class. Have you seen my sketch book?
“How’s it going in English?”
I missed a test because I was sick, but I’ll make it up this week.
I’m doing great though.
Rena doesn’t tell me she has a D average. I’m going to Brazil
in January, so none of this matters.
Rena’s hair is shorter every time I see her
She sports a spikey leather collar around her neck,
wears baggy tee shirts with old Punk band logos. She holds hands
with a girl when she walks out of school.
I used to want to kill myself and I’ve been feeling really sad
again. I don’t think I’m going to hurt myself, but I’m afraid.
Rena refuses to speak to me because I tell her parents what she said.
She turns away when I approach. She continues to fail every class.
Rena shaves all of her hair and leaves a strip long, hanging over one eye.
She dyes it green. I see her hugging a girl in the hallway.
Her clothes more masculine, her face impassive, yet defiant.
My parents won’t let me go to Brazil, she tells me.
I’m dropping out.
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David Bristol

For I do not want to take this with me.
For it is following me.
For it is in drag-along luggage.
For what I want does not matter.
For thee I sing.
For this is not about a cat.
For this is an old story.
For I try to make it new.
For that is a wasted effort.
For the effort must be made.
For this is the product of a little madness.
For it will be indulged.
For no one minds.
For a song should have a refrain.
For wordplay has a heart.
For I am dodging nothing.
For now the target is on my back.
For I must get out in front.
For my desires mean little.
For the pleasure of success may be mine.
For here are the gifts.
For counting the ways is my obligation.
For there might be a God.
For there might be three or four.
For I might be a heretic of conscience.
For I hold on to the obscure.
For I abandon the obvious.
For this would be better about a cat.
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Alan Britt

After Chloe Died I Sat With Her Brothers & Sisters

I talked to each of them: first Caden the cat with fur of fog &
snow. He loved to sniff Chloe's nose, rub his butt against hers &
occasionally spoon with her. & sometimes, sometimes, while she
slept, he arched next to her, purring & flicking his tail like a Turner
brushstroke across her stormy fur. He adored her; that was clear. I
then sat with Luna, the elusive tuxedo whose relationship was a
bit more tenuous. Luna the playful darter, flashing kitchen tiles in
a frenzy that stirred Chloe's instincts, causing Chloe to sometimes
herd this tuxedo bolt of lightning beneath the breakfast table, a
commotion driving us to the kitchen, only to find cat & dog with
eyes wild but no real animosity. Then I sat with little Avery, our
Bichon who at 17 lbs. of lamb's wool romped & tangled his alpha
sister like there was no tomorrow. Chloe learned to muzzle her
live toy without bruising his tiny ribs with heavy paws or crushing
his scatological expression with her powerful jaws. Then came
Daphne, Chloe's show stopping fawn sister. I cradled Daphne's
furry head in the crook of my elbow & explained with frozen voice
that her best friend wouldn't be home for dinner. Daphne
scanned my flooded eyes, licked the back of my hand supporting
her chin, relaxed her neck upon my forearm, & with a heavy sigh
indicated she already knew why her sister's bowl was empty, thus
letting me know that she was there to comfort me.
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Sarah Browning

Rainy April Fool’s Day in Italy
The daffodils I bought at the market
are two-toned trumpets declaring desire,
its thump and grind: empty.
I’ve got half a mind to tell it off –
all of spring – and another half to turn
the anger inward. The rain drips.
Somebody promises fulfillment
but the same someone is stuck
in the circle of Hell Dante reserves
for flatterers: Don’t you think
that I deserve it?
asks the customer and the harlot replies
You do, you’re marvelous,
and so condemns herself.
Who’s the lying son of a bitch in that story –
the borrower, the lender, Dante’s whole underground
world of Florentine rivals writhing in Hell
for aligning with the wrong side?
Money grubbers and wasters. Gluttons.
Heretics and skeptics. Tyrants. Sexual perverts.
Suicides. Plunderers. Deeper still, pimps.
And then, even lower, flatterers. Not as damned
as futurologists and hypocrites but well
below the murderers and squanderers.
I can’t imagine anyone’s out there
flattering this rain, the clock’s angry tick.
I’m not. I’ve got my own pain to think about,
how it takes up residence all day.
What’s the difference now: rain or sparkling spring.
We’re all made of one thing
and the same is true of its opposite.
Crawl around inside your despair. Tap on its walls.
Test its floorboards. Will it hold your weight?
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Jean Emerson

The Things I Have Left Behind, Somewhere

I can no longer find my pendulum on its braided cord
or my eucalyptus scented olive oil bath salts
but the lavender stems in their mesh bag
that Kerstin gave me suffice
I often can’t attach names to the faces I pass in the hallways
Names have always been hard for me
I don’t think I have ever been told the name of the little guy
who walks his dog down my allee
every day
and inspects the tomato vine I planted for Louise
The plant has grown so big,
I am allergic to tomatoes
and therefore cannot part the leaves
to see if he is stealing Louise’s tomatoes
I do not particularly care one way or the other
One of the things you learn living in a close-knit community—
There is no room for planning or righteous indignation
If there ever was
It is something we learn from the ducks
It doesn’t matter
that algae greens the pond
or that the hawks perch atop the cedars diadoras
waiting for ducklings to hatch
whatever
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Robert Ertman

Bearing Witness:
Haiku from
Auschwitz-Birkenau
in the children's barracks—
everyone singing Frère Jacques
but me

did the guards sing
Stille Nacht?

a vole impaled
on barbed wire—
the shrike
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Gil Fagiani

Brother Calvin Tours East Harlem

Flying high—but without drugs or alcohol—he’s buzzed up on
God’s benevolence for the unfortunate. He carries gumballs,
lollipops, and quarters to give as alms to kids, cripples, and
beggars. On 117th and Lex, Brother Calvin spots a caramelcolored muchacha on a splayed staircase. She sits hunched over,
fingernails scratching her armpits in slow motion. Ebony hair falls
across brown shoulders, breasts like avocados bulge beneath her
nylon blouse. He can't believe his eyes: Men in rags nod near his
brown beauty, cigarettes burning into their fingers, their arms a
patchwork of purple scars. These must be the tecatos Reverend
Ramos warned me about, he thinks, who rob what little the poor
people in the neighborhood own. He slips into a reverie: He'll
resettle his brown beauty away from this scum of the slum, care
for her every painful minute of the way as she kicks her drug
habit. He'll turn her on to museums, plays, books. Her Spanish
sighs and naked thighs flash through his mind; sex will only be
the icing on the cake. Suddenly she lifts her head ¡Oye, camarón!
Yo, undercover cop! A loud rustle sweeps the tecato flock, eyes
glare down at him, his quarters jingling as he scurries away.
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Emily Ferrara

By the River Dure
Montolieu, France

I. Reverie
I measure my arrival
in linden trees, shutter
my window open
for the river’s rapport
with sunlight. Tableau
of poached pear, camembert,
lost bread. Laundered sheets
in the courtyard, swallows,
for my thirst, swallows
of minted water, beds of lavender
where the sun casts bee shadows.
The allure of too much
defies the imposition of a poem.
After dinner, and evening’s walk
to the gorge, I shutter my window
against the river, its conversation
with twilight and later still,
its soliloquy, night.
II. Trance
I follow gossamer
from the alms box to the rafters
thread it out the doorway
through Mistral winds
and cypress scrub to the Pyrenees.
I gather a bouquet of wildflowers
make for myself a bracelet
the fields and the fields
a mêlée of impermanence.
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III. Awakening
How to face myself
after such ecstatic abandon?
Without history, without
the immense edifice of memory,
the river wrapped around the idyllic—
It is what I don’t see that moves me.
I deliver myself to grief in code—
an empty frame in the terraced garden
rose-fermented rosaries, the milky stars
of my mother’s prayers in the changing light.
a basket of linens, all white
a set of silver spoons
four chairs set around a space
where once there was a table.
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Emily Fragos

The Letters of Emma Hauck

Come the labyrinth,
come the curdling word, the black ladder,
that tears a hole through the asylum’s roof,
troposphere, stratosphere, to make for us
our own anesthesia, lullaby-and-goodnight,
sweet love. Please to wear rags around the mouth
and nose to contain our last essence from seeping,
weighted down by gauze, just barely, to keep
us here, by what kind of what.

*Emma Hauck was committed in 1909 Germany for schizophrenia. She wrote many letters to her husband, saying only,
“Sweetheart, come,” hundreds of thousands of times. None were ever delivered. Her letters are now famous examples of
“outsider art.”
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Maria Mazziotti Gillan

Growing Up on My Street

We drew hopscotch squares with white chalk on the sidewalks of 17th
Street in Paterson, NJ, and played with a discarded rubber heel from a
man’s shoe. We played hide-and-seek
and tag in the road. We were poor and the street was a street of poor
people. The only person who owned a car, also owned the bar on the
corner. It was a 1947 black Plymouth, high
and boxy, and it had red velvet curtains on the windows. Maybe I just
imagine that? Were they tied back with ribbon? The windows were
squares with fat metal frames, and the one time Judy’s father allowed
us to climb in, I discovered the seats were plush velvet and
comfortable. Judy’s father worked long hours in the bar, slept in the
mornings and early afternoons. He drove the car off the block
sometimes on Sundays, but mostly I think he bought it to feel
important. No other cars drove down our street, so we could play and
not worry.
Growing up on my street meant chasing butterflies we never caught in
vacant lots and long hours on our back stoop where we played board
games with all the neighborhood kids sitting cross-legged on the floor.
Growing up on my street meant watching movies on an 8mm
projector in Joey Cuccinello’s backyard on summer evenings, and
walking up 17th Street
to 4th Avenue to buy ice cream at Burke’s Candy Store.
Growing up on my street meant old Italian women in black dresses
sat on their front stoops and watched everything we did. They were
more effective than any policeman, and If we did anything wrong, our
mothers knew about it
even before we got home.
Growing up on our street meant being allowed to play
until dark on summer evening, or after dinner walking up
to Zia Rosa house on 25th Street with my mother and father,
sister and brother. We’d sit under the grape arbor.
My father played cards with his friends on the oilcloth
covered table, and the women sat at a separate table
and gossiped, and we drank root beer perched
on the cement benches Zio Gianni built. The voices
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of my parents and their friends were a music we listened to,
a music that weaves like a silver ribbon through that time,
a ribbon that still shimmers and sparkles, even now 65 years later.
Nothing can dim that sound in my head; nothing can dull
its shine. Later, walking home in the summer dark,
my brother’s hand in mine, the 1940’s Paterson sky was crammed
with chunky, iridescent stars.
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Michael Glaser

Alarm

This morning, about 5:15 A.M., I was awakened
by a short beeping sound I did not recognize –
kind of like a cell phone, or a small alarm clock chirping
— but it was unfamiliar and thus disturbing
and when I raised my head to listen – nothing.
I tried to return to my dream
but I heard it again and wondered if perhaps it was
the smoke detector in the hall
so I got out of bed and . . . again, that sound,
and. . . yes that was it — the smoke detector —
three short bleats and then,

silence.

Worried, I checked the hallway and the furnace, the kitchen,
the fireplace and the stove — I looked in the attic too–
but nothing, and no more beeping either
so I went back to bed and later, when I was making breakfast,
I thought maybe the smoke detector was just wanting
to announce its presence —
kind of the way Pooh Bear likes to hum to himself,
both of them, perhaps, softly saying that they, too, are there
and, even though mostly ignored, not unimportant.
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Barbara Goldberg

From The Top

He placed the metronome in the sink and the Mozart
on the toilet because it was the one room
in the house with no rug and the acoustics were
outstanding. Every day he’d emerge for Oprah,
his one sure way to unwind. He was a boy
of seventeen, a young man, really, a prodigy
on the clarinet playing his instrument with tenderness
and clarity. He tells how first while playing
Schumann he heard this one arpeggio — broken
cord in the manner of the harp - and was transported.
How can something broken sound celestial? In the echo
chamber of the skull reverberates all that’s brittle, bruised
and fallen, bankrupt and foreclosed. And yet — to be
transported in this time of static, time of woe, when what
consoles is down to earth, straight talk from the haloed
heart, broken chord in the manner of the harp.
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Michael Gushue

Elegy with Angels and Rain
There is another world. It is in this one.
— Paul Eluard
If for a moment the angels heard the shriek
of our brakes, would they lose a shred of their limitless transparency?
Could we glimpse in an eyeblink the dry ice
of their furnaced attention?
And where can we find them, the so-called angels?
The emptied sky.
Or in this world
are angels nothing but the heat burning
copy after copy
the flash of a bulb so bright
we fear to lift the feeder’s handle?
And for all their humongous being, why can’t we touch them?
We are so successful, so swarmy and out of control
of our desire and complexity.
In this world desire carries
lilac’s grieving fragrance,
birth brings with it a whiff of ash,
the sky’s cloudless presence presents
the world-large face of the angel Absence.
How to face her infinite composure?
Her gaze is a lake’s mirror,
a wasp’s argent eye,
hiding unattainable depth—
sunlight sparks her glazed surface,
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but at her far shore she reflects
the shimmer of our endless dead.
They walk away, shadows overflowing,
indentations fading,
leaves that sink and blacken beneath the water’s unmoved surface.

And because we carry in us the end of that world
where our dead irretrievably are,
you and I occupy elegy,
the press of ghosts, revenants of dreams.
In this world,
our dead neither rest beneath us,
nor look down at us from some infinite away.
They are here, at our side. They walk with us—
always endlessly gone though we carry them with our days.
They are
the other world
in this one.
Above us, clouds stampede, and rain comes down.
The sky is a bridal dress coming across plowed fields,
the rain falls in tresses, in trains, in veils—
curtains that fold the world intimately.
What I reach for
among horizons,
close to the smell of wet ground,
opens and shows itself—
earth’s fatal beauties—
haunted—
and this hand, cold and water-beaded—
it cannot reach to touch
your living face.
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Richard Harteis

Miniature
To be sure it hadn’t been stolen
from its winter bed beside the barn
I walked to the point as a last resort
in search of the missing kayak.
Early summer had thrown a green
caftan over her as she slept, another
black mark for the navy boy who took her
dancing and didn’t bring her home.
The water was dark as onyx,
a lone swan bobbed for grass
just off shore, the horizon divided
into blue and green - irresistible.
Not as deft as in earlier days,
I slipped into her like an old lover
and we set out together in silence
the water singing to us as we cut
the swells of a passing jetski a girl and boy, two boys?
holding tight as they zipped up river.
Two dragonflies in media res.
Peace on careless sailors, speed daemons.
To everything there is a season. A time to
drift, to be alone, neither sad nor happy
like the swan gliding away as I return.
I lift her ashore, and an impatient
stowaway jumps from the kayak
and scurries into the bushes. A sweet,
dark-eyed mouse, a little grace note
from the universe to end the simple
song of a summer afternoon.
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Geoffrey Himes

How to Make An Angel
Before the corpse was carted off,
the police drew a chalkline,
mapping the geography of death,
a bright, white shadow, a halo perhaps,
lingering long after the body was gone.

The next week the first snow blanketed the chalk,
and the neighbor's child in the knit mittens
lay flat in the white powder
and did horizontal jumping jacks,
leaving behind the shadow of an angel.

Later that day a dog came by,
lifted its rear left leg and urinated,
giving the angel both skin and smell,
a funeral service in reverse that brought the corpse
back from the grave, back from heaven.

In the spring the snow melted
and washed away the chalk,
but the same child drew hopscotch squares,
threw a pebble in the corpse's mouth
and skipped right over the piss-soaked angel.
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Le Hinton

Mnemonic: How to Remember
Part I (Morning)
Your skin is pretzel, you
once said, holding my hand in yours.
Near the end, you'd forgotten
your reflection, didn't remember my touch.
Now that you're gone, I've renamed
my world, You. Like Adam without imagination,
I've changed the name of everything
in our bedroom. The blue cotton sheets,
once Egyptian, are named
for You. The lamp you turned
on when you wanted to read is no longer Tiffany.
The cinnamon candle we never lit, has lost its Yankee past.
The echo of a worthless quarrel, the details
of the kisses that followed are named after You. The red-tinged
sunlight on the walls each autumn.
Our Earl Grey tea on weekend mornings.
Your unfilled chenille robe hanging
green on its hook.
Every moment, every motion,
all of our memories I now call You.
Everything except the space on your side
of the bed. Only it will remain forever nameless.
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Joanna Howard

Armistice Day
I'll visit you both, Mothers,
Before I slash another piece
Of your memory with my tongue.
I'll sheath that knife
long enough to spit polish your names
and say "Now I get it. Now I understand."

I'll leave you each a token:
Fresh water in a cracked ceramic cup,
Where I can wash my words
And leave you both in peace.
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Elizabeth Ann James

Beatitudes 911
—And Jesus was preaching in an undisclosed area
somewhere near Abu Ghraib Prison....
And the trembling shell shocked crowd was numerous.
The marines were high on go pills
and sewage ran in the streets.
And Jesus asked the street vendors to distribute
pita bread, falafel, and bottled water
--and there was more than enough for everyone.
Jesus' right arm was tattooed with a number, nine one one
and he raised both his arms, like a referee
and he spoke to the people saying
"Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see god
Blessed is the spirit of Steve Biko for he shall inherit the earth
Blessed are the peacemakers
for they shall be called the children of god and blessed are
Rachel Corrie Tom Fox Nick Berg Jill Carol and Chief Crazy Horse and Harvey Milk
and Cindy Sheehan
for theirs
is the kingdom of heaven.
Blessed are you
when men revile you and persecute you
and bomb you
for so persecuted they
the indigenous people before you.
Blessed are the spirits of Dorothy Day Corretta Scott King
Rachel Carson and Ida B.Welles.
Blessed are the radiant spirits of Harriet Tubman Ralph Waldo
Emerson and John Lennon
Albert Einstein and Isaac Asimov and LeadBelly and Woody
and my uncle Robert A. Carter.
Of such is the radiant kingdom of heaven and earth.
Blessed are midnight caskets draped with American flags
Blessed are the mothers of dead marines
for they shall never ever be comforted,
And Blessed are the Iraqi babies who die without medical care
and Blessed are their mothers
who will never ever be comforted
Blessed are all victims of torture
for their cries go up into heaven. Blessed are all victims of torture
for they shall imagine God.
Cursed are the torturers
Cursed are all perpetrators of torture
for they shall be separated from the spirit of the universe.
A shot rang out and Jesus fell into a pool of blood and oil
The sky was torn open and the rain fell like white phosphorous
and the bones at Wounded Knee and Samarra stood up and danced
And Jesus wept
and Jesus wept and wept and wept
and after he stood up again
to continue the struggle
Jesus wept
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Sonja James

Detail from a Praise Song
for Sienna
Warm, like a sip of milk
in the mouth of a baby kangaroo,
the inaugural poetic of morning sunshine
hands both the poor and the simply quiet
a bullhorn to express their needs
for food, shelter, and the right to speak and be heard.
The doctor standing by the window of his clinic
hears them and opens his doors to those who cannot pay.
The cook frying eggs at the local diner
hears them and decides to place fresh sandwiches
in the dumpster behind the restaurant.
The pastor who runs the homeless shelter
hears them and shakes his head sadly
because sudden clouds obscure the sun, it will rain,
and there is not enough room for everyone.
Others, being deaf to pain, hear nothing
and think nothing of the coming storm.
That man in the rain is the victim of himself.
That woman with soaked hair has no morals.
They argue that these people don’t earn their keep.
They argue and they argue about how entitlements
make people lazy and dependent.
No wonder the simply quiet feel compelled to sing
of the river that cleanses with compassion.
They fight their shyness as they sing of the fight.
Their bravery astonishes even cold-hearted Pluto.
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Honorée Fanonne Jeffers

why many of “us” do not know how to swim

thunder roll

noah’s bathtub

middle passage

a spot i tally

freckled on my dry right
palm

the african

negro’s anti-jones
of 1927

flood

hurricane of 2005

ma rainey sings

do not ignore

the red blinking sign

there

is water in your own line
ashes to mud

dust

to forgiveness

pray

and travel the years with me
no pity

or anger
okay
just a bit

but i want you to know
understand
i see the river jordan
and that quick
my hair goes back
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Rocky Jones

Untitled
Be there or be elsewhere.
But be, be until you be no more,
if such a thing ever truly happens.
Oh what sweet glory it must be to not be.
The days must glide like nothing.
But until then, let's travel on the gravel of being.
Is! Is until you is no more,
If such a think ever truly happens.
Oh what sweet glory it must is to not is.
The days must glide like nothing.
But until then, let's travel on the gravel of ising.
To is or not to is? That be the question...
read an early draft of Shakespeare's Hamlet.
But Shakespeare had producers and editors
and was forced to workshop everything,
and so much risk-taking was snipped out of his work —
he would have been twice the maverick had they let him is.
But no —
William H. Shakespeare, have you no respect for the
English language, whatsoever? We must take out this constant ising
or you'll be mistaken for master Cajun chef Justin Wilson,
who is centuries not yet born.
Am! Am until you am no more,
if such a thing ever truly happens.
Oh what sweet glory it must am to not am.
The days must glide like nothing.
But until then,
as tenderly barefooted and hungry as we are,
let's travel on the gravel
of aming
of ising
let's travel
on the gravel
of being
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Sarah Katz

Memory
after Charles Simic
Great was the apartment.
The goat that roamed its rooms,
dreamed in a bed of hay.
The voices steeped in borscht,
the voices that don’t return.
Spilled pillars of spice.
I am the first child here.
Seventy years have passed.
The forests’ arms still break my eyes.
I still run with crooked fingers.
I still want answers.
A book of Pushkin
to wear like a hat.
Poland, scatter your music.
I have no fingers. You’ll
have to whisper it into my ears.
My ears are dead.
You’ll have to carve it into me
one number at a time.
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Translated by: Myong Hee Kim

Poem
My Father
Yong Bong Kim
The TV is talking to itself and
my father is sleeping in front of it.
Quietly I take up the control
and press the power button.
Suddenly his eyes open wide.
He says, “What are you doing?”
“I thought you were sleeping” I say.
“No, just closed my eyes” he says.
Again, I press the power button.
The disappeared newscaster
reappears on the TV screen
and continues to speak.
My father’s eyelids slowly
lose their strength.
In this way
as the TV plays on and on
all through the night
my father, eyes tightly closed,
follows the news of the world.
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Dai Sil Kim-Gibson

Grandmother
You’ve been out of sight
for a long time, but never
out of mind.
Now I am older than you were
when you left me, but I am still
your granddaughter.
I know I will never be like you,
your face like moon and sun,
sometimes falling stars,
brain like a map of the universe.
But you never did anything
to be recognized. You just
went on, living each day.
My baby sitter told me
that you held your first grandson
with your two hands on top
of the chamber pot, never letting
his ass to touch it. The chamber pot
could be too cold for his soft ass.
You didn’t do that for me but
a brush of your long skirt on
my leg as you passed by made
my heart jump with joy.
And you peeled apples and
offered delicate slices for me to eat.
Apples fresh from our own orchard.
They tasted heavenly.
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Well, here in America, these days,
some people announce how they can
peel an apple, producing a long curl of
its skin, as if it were a special skill.
You could do it with your eyes closed,
a sharp knife gently going around,
your eyes focused only on your
grandchildren, smile pouring out
of your soft eyes.
But you did give me a hard time.
Did you know that I wanted to pull
out a silver pin that tied your hair,
made into a ball at the back.
I was wild with imagination of
your long, beautiful hair falling softly
on your shoulders.
Born in the nineteenth century northern
Korea, you were a woman whose quiet
voice was stronger than all the voices
of the feminists, west and east combined
But you never blew your own horn.
Just went on living with love in your heart.
I am just glad that you are still
my grandmother.
That makes me your grandchild,
no matter how old time makes me.
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Alan King

Gluttony
Combing the bargain bin,
a woman, who's not your wife,
brushes beside you — asking
if the Roy Hargrove CD you're holding
is any good.
She's close enough for you to smell
her ginger-patchouli body wash.
The angle she gives you
in her leather bomber jacket —
the one unzipped, showing a white tee
retracing her athletic stomach and arms —
the jacket, with its collar flared,
makes her a tuberose blossom
booming its honey dew-scented tune
along her neckline.
And your father's voice,
from two decades before, warns you
about gorging on everything you see.
You were 16 the first time
he told you, when your hunger hovered
like that summer at Myrtle Beach —
sistas strutting the boardwalk
beneath a honey barbecue sun,
whose sweet light made each of them
a long stretch of marinade, a chromatic
scale of flavors along which
your tongue was burning to play.
And isn't Temptation always lurking,
eager to hold our Common Sense hostage?
You tell the flower woman your married
after she points to a flyer for a Roots show
and says y'all should go.
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When she says "are you happy?"
you remember a brotha once asking
how you could love one woman
when the world's a buffet —
the possibilities of pleasure
laid out like jumbo crab cakes,
lasagna rolls, and buffalo wings.
What's gluttony, if not a symptom
of our own hunger consuming us?
Wasn't Jack as careless, selling
his sustenance for a handful of beans?
You remember the story
of the stalk that almost made him
a hungry giant's grub.
You still hear the pastor preaching
about gluttons wearing the rags of drowsiness,
which is how your wife found you
stumbling through the days.
Your life before her was a string-less violin,
a dark garden of wilted sunflowers, a camper trailer
rusting against a moldy brick wall.
You were once a city of power lines,
boarded up clock towers, junked cars
and blazing drum barrel fires.
What she saw in you, only her heart knows.
Just like it knew you'd leave the temptress
back at the listening booth watching
the automatic doors close behind you.
At 16, you thought all there was to living
was filling your appetite — too young to know
love is the everyday meal,
that the lack of it kills quicker
than the absence of food.
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Tom Kirlin

Solar Plexus
When word spread two small planes collided midwinter, Minnie Kripps woke up famous. Years
of divine warnings about imminent unusual events
lent cold urgency to
neighbors’ lives, believer &
unbeliever alike, and now half-forgotten wives
loosened wedding rings that Minnie
pressed like warm offerings
against her solar plexus.
My wife stood first in line. Fertile, urbane, unsurprised
she sent me into Minnie’s darkened room alone, another
Hessian intellectual, the dim sinner, yet I, too
longed to see crop circles spiral toward airfields,
and imagine flight.
Against the wall Minnie reclined
by an open window, ever so lightly, unbaffled by night
fat as a barn owl, on a bed fluffed
with blue pillows, wings unfolded.
I sat on the near edge, dutifully
passed a crisp ten, then the Waltham watch
my golden wife engraved for graduation
—and time forgot itself
as Minnie’s juices started flowing.
Are you an architect? (No.) Well, I see
lines. Did you travel a great distance?
(Today, maybe 20 miles).
Perplexed, she shifted weight and gears. Your emanations
trouble me. Something terribly important and almost
right is about to reveal itself.
You’re psychic, mystic,
a clairvoyant, right? (How did she know!!?).
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Okay. So, when did you last see voices or
hear angels sing to extraterrestrial ghosts?
[I froze.]
She smiled (knowing she had me) as two blind hands
found, unwrapped and hammered a pack
of Pall Malls lights against the hardened fist.
I lit. She puffed, then spit out
sage advice.
You’ve logged far too many out-of-body
miles. When, exactly, did spirits invite
you out to play?
(A mere child, I lamented). Oh, so you have
traveled great distances! (Sly wicked smile).
Now, don’t stay out too long. It’s fine to
disbelieve your gifts once in a while, but not
everyone arrives back safe, inside, you know.
(Eyes widened).
She puffed. My original spirits? Native
American. Funny names: Flying Horse.
Princess Disney. Lady Undine.
So I drove to Chicago one night, converted
to theism and prayed with street vendors.
They told me not to worry.
I flew home on a horse and opened this steeple
high inside me, and muse.
How about you? (Well, I said)
she leaned back, content to blow smoke at my eyes
(my spirit’s far less flamboyant. I kinda hear
voices. Footsteps...sometimes...)
Oh, so you’re a poet.
(No. Never. I...)
Burn the flesh with words!
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Create life. Bloody the skies!
That’s when I (kissed her gypsy lips,
dropped the watch and ten
and) flew into the night.
Oh! Oh!
[Forgot the wife.]
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Stellasue Lee
Dutch Masters

I’ve not mentioned this ‘til now,
but the night my father died, the hospital gave me some things.

Besides the clothes he’d worn, there was a cigar box—
nothing much—a man sleeping in doorways travels light.

When I opened the box, his social security card was on top,
ragged around the edges.

Under the card, there were receipts from a paint store,
and my wedding picture—whiskey stained, and corners bent

from being propped up against one thing or another.
Yet, there I sat on a Louis XIV divan—so young,

white gown spread to show off lace and seed pearls.
There was a picture of my brother too,

taken when he was twelve maybe,
one knee planted on home plate, a fierce eye to the camera.
At the bottom, three quarters, a dime, and a 1949 fifty-cent piece.
That’s all she wrote, he would have said.

You live your heaven and hell right here on earth Kid,
pay some attention to the details.
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Merrill Leffler

America And
O beautiful for spacious skies
For amber waves of grain
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain
America! America!
God shed his grace on thee
And crown thy good
With brotherhood
From sea to shining sea!
Dark storms of pollution
Dark storms of wars
Dark storms of prisons
Dark storms of greed
Dark storms of injustice
Dark storms of ignorance
Dark storms of poverty
Dark storms of racism
O beautiful for spacious skies
Dark storms of pollution
For amber waves of grain
Dark storms of wars
For purple mountain majesties
Dark storms of prisons
Above the fruited plain
Dark storms of greed
America! America!
Dark storms of injustice
God shed his grace on thee
Dark storms of ignorance
And crown thy good
Dark storms of poverty
With brotherhood
Dark storms of racism
From sea to shining sea
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Dan Levin

Touched By A Japanese Painting

A small boy sits in a tree branching over a stream
with Mt. Fuji in the distance
A young girl with a notebook wants to climb into the tree
to sit beside him
He is afraid she will cause the limb to break
that they will fall into the water
She says the tree can bear them both because they are young
so she climbs up
They sit together and as months and years pass
the boy worries the branch will break
As the girl and boy grow older the tree grows stronger
supporting them both
She writes in her notebook while he fishes in the stream
as snow falls on the mountain.
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Maria Lisella

Impressions
Leonor Fini 1907-1996
Anna Magnani 1908-1973

The best of friends, they posed
together, looking more alike each year:
vivacious, dark, controversial,
women with pasts that followed them.
When Anna Magnani died, Leonor Fini locked
herself in the room with the corpse.
For four days, she studied her
knowing they were together
for the last time on earth.
She observed, drew her in repose.
After all the men — Picasso, Ernst, Genet —
her heart belonged to Magnani
whom she painted with no apologies.
Fini lived with 23 cats,
if one fell ill, she would fall ill,
swirl in a pool of depression.
Yet, the stilled Magnani inspired her
to do what she did best, sketch, paint,
document Magnani for herself.
Obsessed.
Did she stray into Magani’s closet,
slip into her clothes to hold her closer?
Did she drink or eat? Was she dazzled by death?
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Did anyone dare disturb her?
Did her cats gather at her feet?
I picture her cross-legged, lotus position sharing
the bed with Anna during those days,
picture her running her finger
along Magnani’s profile, brushing clouds
of black hair over the pillow, for the best effect, for the
last good-bye, for the series of portraits.
Rarely on display, I ask to see them at a Soho gallery.
Immerse myself in those days
and nights, as the one they called La Lupa,
she-wolf, lies still, petrified in watercolors.
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Chris Llewellyn

Charts
1. Ultrasound
I study skull, spine, the pulsing pump.
Cross-hairs target the brain, bombsite
lines up the membranes: islands of
kidneys, a bladder buoyant beneath
abdominal seas. Trigger squeeze
again a cartridge shoots rib ridges
vertebrae turrets. The film freezeframes each twist and slip. Soon
you'll split waters, burst surface.
And i'll hold your harp seal bones
on my exploding heart.

2. Diagnosis
At first our fountains mingled in perfect
spurts and glides, singing juices buzzed
their hot clouds of bees: a pretty chaos.
Then lined up like bugs or jujubees
the rods of our chromosomes marched
in chorus lines or the ROTC drill team.
Till at some shrill whistle they split
into assigned ranks. Nine lunar
months and now our newborn
daughter naps in a plexiglass
crib while i keep watch keep
weeping over this dumb diagram
captioned: Nondisjunction
of Chromosome in
Trisomy Twenty One.

3. Hello Social Worker
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I got a three month old daughter with DS
and I need to learn to stimulate her brain
train her muscles. Don't qualify for
Medicaid,my insurance won't pay.
Physical therapy's fifty bucks a hit
and developmental testing starts

at four hundred. Why does this
city say wait until she's three
when you know and i know that's
too little too late. Yes. Talked to that
agency, phoned fourteen this week
and Lady it's only Tuesday.

4. Infant Stimulation
Name-saying and clapping, play
the same game over and over.
When she's on your lap, place
the wedge under her neck, pull
shoulders forward and down.
Encourage holding the head
at midline. Push-squeeze
cheeks, rub gums back to
front, scratch her tongue tip.
All along practice to prolong
eye contact. And return all
smiles. Return all smiles.
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Calder Lowe

“YOU DON’T READ A POEM TO FIND OUT HOW YOU GET TO TWENTY-FOURTH STREET.”
(a quote from a Mark Strand interview)
This poem will not give directions to 24th Street or to a saloon in a Gold Rush town.
If you require those use MapQuest, a divining rod, or entrails of an ox. This poem
will force you to observe a lab rat embryo suspended in a glass jar, a child’s toe
stolen by a bogus Santa alluded to by a host in an SNL skit, to hear strains
of a Miley Cyrus song inspired by her friend’s cat clawing its way into her dreams.
As if in a trance, follow the trail to a conversation with a famed poet where he
waxes rhapsodic about his love for Rhode Island Reds and other poultry faves.
Dropkick your psyche into a vat of caramel. Let your pores absorb its sticky sweetness.
Remember, though. This is no cheap carousel ride, no rinse cycle in a Jersey laundromat,
no astronomer’s search for Alnitak, Alnilam and Mintaka in a night sky.
You are a nomad. Face it. Surrender to Zanzibar sands, camel rides at dusk,
risky forays into Gotham’s alleys, firing practice at a country club in Dubai.
The rivers of the Ganges, the Euphrates, the Everglades swamplands
leave a stench on your designer jacket and glow-in-the dark tennis shoes.
Find a traffic light in Chicago. Toss a coin and choose right or left.
Wherever you land will be your new home. Put mistletoe in the doorway,
a wreath of lavender on the mantel, and pitch the cell phone into the fireplace.
You need no direction for the former you, no longer exists. You are a factory’s
emissions, crusted mozzarella bubbling atop a deep dish pie in a pizza parlor,
wisps of perfume from a whore’s boudoir, a cherry tree readied for cutting
by a boyish George Washington who cannot tell a lie lest his nose
grow as long Pinocchio’s. Grab a pastrami on rye and a corn dog
on a stick. It’s time to search for a new family of terriers and gypsy kings.
Suburbia is a long forgotten blip on the soul’s odometer. Mind the breeze
shimmying through the aspen, the patterns on a peacock’s tail, the scent of lilacs
under snow and the saltiness of your freshly shaken margarita.
When the cock crows thrice, grab a tunic and abandon your tool box filled with nails
in a dumpster in Vallejo. This is a resurrection, not a crucifixion. Time
to grow up, grow a pair, sprout some wings, give up wine in a box,
sing a cappella to the starlings wheeling from roof to roof in Illinois
peppering the lawns and chimneys. Adopt a feral bat and kangaroo.
But heed the bites lest you become immortal or carry your young in a pouch.
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Greg McBride

Lookin' Good
I am saying your words, I am
saying your words—Damn!—I am
wheezing, your hand heavy at my chest,
your golden-boy hair sloughing off suns
that warm and stun me to the wall,
crying Damn! saying your song.
I am walking your walk, I am
walking your walk, saunter and strut,
'cause you're proud and young and in some luck,
Texas starlet on your arm (mother to come),
and I know your knowing—you own
that knowing—Damn, you're lookin' good!
a little short, biceps and pecs, The Kid
at ease, Lucky Strikes and aviator shades.
Damn! Who knows what you might have been
with more luck?
I am thinking your thoughts, I am
thinking your thoughts, like DeNiro
living his lines, and checking my pocket
where I kept her love safe for me, kept
her safe from the filth of this world,
from memories of dust and broken horses.
But destroy herself? Goddamn!
I did not know (you could not know)
and on the slick of time I held
my ground, but just, and Son?—Damn!
Damn!—Who knew? Who knew how?
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Shara McCallum

The Madwoman’s Geography

Sand spills from the pockets
of a forgotten bag in a closet,
each grain marking the floor
a new and distant shore.
In my first life, I assumed
the form of a snake. Then
sloughed scales for wings.
Was content one hundred years
till the air, as all things must,
lost its charms. After a long time
falling, I landed in the sea.
What could I do but follow
any wake? How else chart
a course than the way a child
plucks flowers from a field—
the eye compelling the hand to reach?
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Judith McCombs

Through her I learned desire,

though Mother never used the gym class words.
I burrowed through the doctor book for clues,
and memorized the Webster’s useless loop
of intercourse: coition: intercourse.
What’s that on him? Our Kitty Tom lay sprawled
to clean a knobby thing. Oh he needs that part
when he and the lady cat decide to court,
she said. I nodded like a know-it-all.
They were in the kitchen, laughing, her blouse pulled down
so Dad could shave her underarm. Confused,
I backed away, face hot with something new,
a stubby flat-chest kid in hand-me-downs.
As if I caught some change of breath from her—
his breath steadfast with hers—in that blurred time
I somehow knew desire would be mine.
As it was theirs: in words and more than words.
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Leslie McGrath

Elegy for James

You were not my friend, James
and as my student you were a bit of a disruption
cracking up the others in the last row
with snark delivered just low enough
that I couldn’t make it out from behind the lectern.
I always worried you were making fun of me.
You were often late to class, James
and on days when the lecture pressed some
trap door into the reservoir of your interest
the answers you volunteered
made me feel I was a good-enough teacher.
Like I’d gotten through to you
you who couldn’t care less about allusions to Odysseus
and the difference between sarcasm and satire.
Sarcasm comes from the Greek, “to tear flesh”, remember?
Yesterday I waved your graded paper, called for you
to claim what you’d written so fervently
about the relief that art can give in a world
that seethes with hurt.
There’s a green-inked A minus
circled like a bullseye next to your name—
you’ll never see it
The hit of heroin you took
took you. I’d even say it tore you from us
and tore away from the 29 remaining in the seats
and the one still leaning on the lectern
the illusion that death comes only after
a long and well-lived life. And that’s not sarcasm.
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E. Ethelbert Miller

HOW THE WEST AND GENTRIFICATION WAS WON

We are black
people with
white flags.

Is there
nothing to do
but surrender?

A cavalry of young
white
joggers on the move.

Our buffalo
long gone –

our blues
nothing but
broken arrows.
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ST. PATRICK’S DAY

Black man
wearing nothing
but green

Red light
keeping him
on a corner

MASTERING THE CRAFT

Racism
is the delete
Button

we keep
hitting
while

trying
to
write
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Miles David Moore

Fatslug, Subtrahend

Minuend, subtrahend, remainder:
Amazing, those words they drilled into Fatslug
that he’d never use again once he reached junior high.
The only real problem was one they never taught,
but that Fatslug encountered in his math book one day,
the authors’ idea of a joke:
10 - ? = ?
But the joke was always on Fatslug.
He learned you never really graduate,
but pass out of school to a series of classrooms
where your boss + ? = ?,
where your friends - ? = ?,
where your family x ? = ?,
where the girl at the bar ÷ ? = ?,
where the guy in the alley = ???
Everyone knew the answers, or said they did,
and made Fatslug sit at the back of the class.
He was the eternal subtrahend—
always subtracted, never added—
dismissed to slink to Detention Hall,
his forehead branded with a bright red F.
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Yvette Neisser Moreno

Tea
for my grandmother, Sylvia Lehrich
Served black with sugar
at my grandmother’s house,
it cracked open the door
to the secret world of grown-ups,
letting us in to the dark sweetness
of tea, letting us open the drawer
under the china cabinet
to take out the playing cards,
each deck with its own story
of Pinochle or a long-gone uncle.
Consumed upon entering any home
or departing, upon arising
and before laying down,
consumed with plum cake or fried matzah,
a crossword or the evening news,
or chocolates from the glass dish
that never ran empty.
Never to be replaced with coffee or wine,
never iced or infused with raspberry.
Never brewed with loose leaves
that might sink to the bottom
and tell our futures,
never to be herbal or chai,
never to be diluted with milk,
never to be served in anything
but teacup and saucer.
Just boil the water over the stove,
pour it over a porous fiber bag
with tea leaves stapled inside
and a tag hanging by a string.
Let the cup have an angled rim,
let it be white and shaped like petals,
let the handle be small enough
to hold with three fingers.
Let the color seep into hot water,
let the steam rise into your memory.
Drink it Lipton. Drink it black.
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Mary Morris

Notes On Bereavement

You have forgotten to turn off the hose
flooding beyond your gate
as it irrigates the valley, winds through
the desert, pours into the sea—
unaware of salt in the eye,
eye in the skull
like a skiff, bobbing
through a storm.
What you had—gone beyond
the forever Octobers
flecked with gold pink clouds.
Forgive us, before we cross the border
into our future, unknowable
territory of the obscure.
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Lisa J. Munson

Comfort

In a booth at Bill Knapp’s,
while my eyes flick
through a dessert menu,
my heart tumbles
backward, remembering
my father’s precious dipper
and his passion for frozen dairy.
Because my dad loved ice cream,
I come alive at an open freezer door,
its frosty breath sinking to the floor.
I perk up at the clack of kitchen utensils,
remembering his clatter of impatient fingers
searching for the comfort
of his favorite aluminum scoop.
Dad’s nightly tryst
with Hudsonville vanilla
and Johnny Carson
began long before I left home
and lasted through his twilight years
when his mind spun like an old record
skipping around his Michigan boyhood,
when only his creamy-sweet companions
—sundaes, shakes and paddle pops—
soothed him breakfast to sundown to death.
After the waiter brings a slice of pie and a side
dish of á la mode, I swirl my spoon into
a world that melts and overflows,
remembering my father’s lifelong affair
and my mother placing his beloved scoop in his hand
on the day we buried him.
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Jean Nordhaus

The Habit of Welcome

Three strangers
came to my door today.
One came for a cause.
One came for a book.
One came for work. Three times,
I spoke warily through the shut door
my hand on the latch, waiting
for warrant of passage.
Only then did I open the door
to a human face.
One came for a cause. His eyes
were wild, his books and flyers
brimmed with fire. One came
for a package, his beard askew
a wet bicycle leaned by the fence
invisible wings fanned his feet.
The last came for work, his face
alive with shambling joy, rain
poured from his parka’s torn hood
he gave off a sharp, human smell.
He carried my plants.
He mended my lamp.
He glued my dangling baluster.
Thank you, I said, and paid
and let him go. My mother
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would have set him up
in her kitchen nook
fed him rice and meat
along with his money.
Baucis and Philemon
would have built them a fire,
slaughtered the only goose. How
have I grown so mistrustful, sealed
against theft? If the angel came
would I let him in?
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Max Ochs

Molly

After your mom died, a question fell
from younger brother to older sister:
Who is going to take the dog? Molly,
rescued from a Portland puppy mill,
where some man with a deep voice
must have been cruel and abusive,
now she trembles at the sound of any
pitch below tenor, maybe even alto.
Mom, in dotage, fed her “Pop-Ums”,
boxes and boxes of donut holes kept
in the freezer. She also fed her, not so
surreptitiously under the table, lobster,
from her mouth after she’d chewed it up.
Anyway, we brought the shaking girl home
the Yankee spaniel bitch from Maine,
where she got used to scratching the door
to be let out into the back yard to poop.
Blind in one eye, can’t see out the other,
yet looking for a place in this world,
inconvenient dog, deaf ears gunged
with yucky wax. She’s always hungry,
her poor teeth decayed from donut glaze.
Children ask if they can pet her, then withdraw their hand, feeling warts on her back.
When she pees on the porch, which is often,
we mutter about having her put down.
So fast, so easily, we contemplate her fate;
let’s hope no one plays god with us that way.
I’m ashamed it is so hard for me to love her.
Hush, don’t talk about it; practice kindness.
Here’s our girl now, looking for a treat.
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Laura Orem

Dream of Two Bears
“Whoever can sing the Song of the Bears has their lasting friendship.”
The Haida People, British Columbia

Heliotrope wafts its vanilla like a censer
to bless us, then tucks its purple flowers
beneath the rampant mint. So much is hidden, so much found
only in dreams, like a scent tracked through the leaf-fall
into the deepest forest where we are
the strangers with reflective eyes, our pupils black
pools of fear. We do not know the song
to keep us safe, we do not know the singers moving
between the trees, shaggy coat and daggered paw, prescient nose
exhaling mist and rich bass notes for us to follow
through the woods. The wild and fallow heart leaps up,
then goes still. Civilized, afraid, we cannot follow.
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Sabine Pascarelli

B flat Minor

If you leave me
I will stand there, motionless,
in a state of emptied mind even the
deepest meditation could not provide.
In my ears your words, drowned
by my racing heart,
the hunted, not knowing
where to hide.
Will you hate me, or will I just
have disappeared from your sight
like a white rabbit in a snow field,
be for you the surface of a dead
lake, small fishes floating
belly-up?
In my worst dreams
I am the scent of magnolia
after you have turned
away.
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Linda Pastan

On the Sill of the World

On one wing, a quarter moon has moved across
the dark sky into morning,
and as I watch, a thousand leaves fly by,
loosed from their autumn trees.
So many wings: moths in their somber garments,
houseflies, the sound and shadow of a jet.
A tide of geese honks its long way south,
and one small girl attaching angel wings
to her nightgown
flits around the house.
Now a new generation of birds
is landing on the sill. I name them
as Adam did: Kingfisher…Crow…
for they are the same birds
immortal in their feathers
and primed for flight.
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Richard Peabody

Early Twilight Stoplight

red/yellow/green
chrome puddle
reflection
percussive rain
snare
not timpani
suit
briefcase
poised
beneath storm
COINTELPRO
not contrapuntal
urge
to floor it
resisted
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Patty Prewitt

What Can I Say When It Hits Me
When it hits me that I’ve been
caged for twenty-eight whole years
When shoulder pads,
high-waisted pleated jeans.
big hair bands were all the rage;
When eight-track and cassette tapes,
fat TVs, rotary phones,
road maps were the norm,
and gas didn’t cost an arm and leg.
When social media referred to the
wedding/engagement page of the paper,
only birds tweeted,
a text was a serious book,
phones couldn’t slip into pockets,
internet might have been a
brand of hair spray,
certificates of deposit were CDs,
cable was a very thick rope,
pot was far from legal.
When my hair was dark,
all my teeth were in my mouth,
only my cotton clothes were wrinkled;
When I reveled in
barefoot grass-walking,
trampoline jumping,
horseback riding,
star-tracking from the
hood of an old pickup,
huge family get-togethers
and dozing in the embrace
of my precious sons and daughters
who were all underage and alive.
When it hits me that I’ve been
caged for twenty-eight long years…
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Jim Reese

Their Drive To The Funeral

This morning, early, their youngest daughter, my wife,
rushes from room to room, plugging in the iron, checking the time.
Staying home, I'll get the girls to school and back;
I can’t miss work. That’s my excuse.
My father-in-law will wear his black work shoes, the ones with the thicksoles,
the only ones he still feels comfortable walking in.
He’ll grab his nicer cane that he keeps next to his bed.
My mother-in-law will hem and haw over a blouse and the right color slacks
for the three-hour drive to the city with their daughter at the wheel.
That my mother-in-law will bring along a road map and a plastic hand-held compass
comes as no surprise.
When my wife returns she knows about everyone in town who now has a tumor.
Says she received a detailed report about every noise in their car
and where it's coming from. Tells me how her dad interrupted
and gave the play-by-play of farmers in the field planting too deep.
When we stopped for gas Dad said, just give me ten minutes to get outta the car.
She smiles at me, says, it was pretty painless. And then hands me a bag
of sliced ham on cocktail buns spread with butter and real mayonnaise
that her mom packed for the journey and no one ate.
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Kim Roberts

Life In Connecticut, October 1704:
From the Journal of Sarah Kemble Knight

Oysters in great plenty line the coast.
They generally live well and comfortably.
But too indulgent—farmers are the worst—
to slaves. It is enough to bond their trust,
but suff'ring great familiarity
like oysters bed together? It will cost,
permitting slaves to sit at Table just
(as they say) to save time. This Colony
is too indulgent. Ye farmers much the worst,
not knowing in what leniency is lost.
Into the dish there goes the black hoof freely,
oysters in great plenty not the least,
as freely as the white hand. Where I lodged
I was received with all Civility,
but too indulgent. Farmers are the worst,
though lacking not in Mother Wit. I rest
after so long and toilsome a journey,
eat oysters in too much plenty from the coast,
indulge my crowded mind to sow my worst.

Note: Knight was a business owner and teacher who lived from 1666 to 1727. The journal, published posthumously in 1825,
relates a courageous journey by horseback from Boston to New York City, during a time when roads were few, traveller’s
accommodations nonexistent, and women generally did not travel alone. The journal is notable for its humor, and its detailed
record of early settlements in New England. Much as I enjoyed reading it, the single racist phrase I quote was the one thing that
stuck most forcefully in my memory afterward.
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Avideh Shashaani

Sealed Hearts
Do you know you’re on trial
Do you know you are condemned
Do you have anything to say
in your defense?
Nothing has changed
the powerful condemn
those who speak the truth
unless someone rises
in defense of the truth
the powerful burry the truth
Who will hear me
Who will listen to me
if I could speak
if I should speak
Tell me,
Who!
Tell me,
What was the fate of Jesus
the symbol of love
When he spoke the truth
When he defended the weak
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Healed the sick!
Tell me,
How many bloody wars
battles, conflicts
have been waged in his name
Tell me,
Who will listen to me!
Like Jesus and all those who
came before him,
I was in search of the ultimate Truth,
the One God,
My heart ached for the destitute,
the poor, the abused
For twenty-three years
I served the One God
in the service of humanity
Look, how I’m condemned and ridiculed!
The powerful know how to make demons of us!
Yes, Islam has become a “four letter word” in
1st World countries
Those who kill, behead, rape, mutilate
in the name of Islam serve
their masters, not God.
God, ultimately defends
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those who serve Truth
God ultimately has the
last word!
Muhammad, is but the servant
of the One God.
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Laura Shovan

Arts And Craft

Before my son was born, he came to me,
amalgam of words, threads
of boys I knew. I gathered each scrap,
constructed a piecemeal child
from newspaper strips advertising
everything I’d ever thought I wanted.
Headlines lauding Nobel winners,
photographs of athletes on the run,
a Peanuts comic for his sense of humor,
maps of cities where I’d never been
all plastered into goopy shape
until I had a golem boy to love.
When my son arrived as real as flesh,
I knew the papier maché kid was wrong—
but his Plaster of Paris joints stuck fast.
It has taken years to loosen
the clever op eds, travel features
I wrote myself. I peel and rip to get inside.
My son kicks and jabs his way out.
It has been a long pulling apart.
Sometimes a page swiped
from an outdated atlas comes off in one tug
and the whole damned project spins away.
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Sue Silver

The Lamp

They left us with warnings
leaving for the cocktail party - they had to go
new in town
“They’d be right back.”
We were ages four and six
“Be good now, be good.”
Brother starts the chase
suddenly the crash
the terror — the lamp
we try to fit the pieces together
small hands, big pieces
bent metal.
We hear the car tires on the cement
the lights reflected in the window
deadly silent in the room
the door opens and we are still by the lamp
then the shouting, then the screaming
then the shouting and the screaming
down the dark wooden stairs to the basement
the strap is out, the belt.
I watch my brother dancing to the strap
I know I will be next
now I am bent over the play chest
my legs are on fire and I throw up
all over the toys.
My mother on the stairs
“Oh Charles, Oh Charles.”
We were only four and six.
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Myra Sklarew

Talking to Fireflies

At night my companion fireflies have no need
of light; they make their own bright decibels.
I ask them for the town of their birth
and what they mean to be in their brief lives,
and if their two-pulse patterns of light
are meant to turn my poem into spondees.
If we cannot mend this world
far better to love these small winged beads
with their sickle-shaped mandibles. Frogs
who gorge on them in summer begin to glow.
Better these creatures caught among the letters
on this page: their only claim—to inscribe in light.
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Dolsy Smith

Anxious Song

Has it always been like this, literature
talking itself to death? The sea mouthed its chalklined mouth at me and told me so. Don't you
make mouths at me and bare your teeth
unless you mean to use them, unless
you really plan to tear me limb from limb and brook
no protestations by my heart. I hope
you intend to tear me apart. I don't want to part
friends, for friends lend nothing to this life save lesser forms
of blushing worship or acknowledgment
begrudged at heart. Had I lived in a more lettered age,
maybe I could have mustered faith
in the remote, the fucked-up scope of these my little
notes to thee. But here among us, the
desire hardly lasts long enough
to make it worth our while, this working out
and getting into shape, especially when the threats
we brooked with so much clamor in our mouths and
perverse astonishment revert
into their opposite, like goosebumps or chemical
erections that endure for days. It's cold here
on this cold, derelict sea, making up letters
out of the cold, making them up
to substitute for the interior,
making them up as we go along to assuage
this audience of none or someone dead.
How many people here like Fragonard? How many, dogs
between their legs or no, appreciate
the sensible world? Dear friends, constant
despite my thirsty promises, I do - but
the lungs don't work for being forthright or sincere.
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Melissa Tuckey

Continental Drift

She asks about culture and
I think of my maternal grandmother, our Swiss
relatives waiting for her to lift a spoon
so they could eat—and she, oblivious,
the American
cousin, collared by dementia,
her twelve pairs of shoes,
and Instant Swiss Cocoa,
suitcase full of California oranges, navels, talking.
Was her lipstick straight?
Did every setting strain to be lifted
fork to face, or was it just my impatience?
We were odd ducks.
In the churchyard
of another language, grandma, her hands
framing a stranger's face, saying:
you look like my mother. Or later, locked
in the bathroom, unable to get the door open,
standing on the toilet, yelling for help.
Nothing latches the old way.
And how she explains in English
that her German is really Swiss though
she has access to neither.
Grandma uses euphemism, fills her purse
with packaged jellies, cubes of sugar.
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When we ask why our ancestors left she says
why for a better life, of course.
And who can forgive the blue blaze pouring
from these hills of ice? Boulders
rolled by a drunken God. Women
with balled up fists for calves.
The obedience of stacked wood.
The borrowed space of cemeteries.
And what was Nebraska but flatness unseen
a well-pressed temper,
blown dust in the eyes of God.
We swept our paradise and kept it clean
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Maria van Beuren

Theory of Mind

Imagine this: a woman and a bear
picking blueberries in parallel,
each invisible to the other,
until, rounding a corner
they come face to face.
The woman remembered afterward
how the bear’s eyes met hers
with a feral honesty
she’d never seen in a friend.
She fumbled for her pail,
her fingers curled tight around the handle,
and hoped that ursine etiquette
allowed nonverbal apology.
Later, as she ate her berries
she savored their commonality
of purpose, hers and the bear’s -and wondered if the bear knew
what she could only vaguely grasp:
each berry a pristine wilderness,
its center filled with sweet and saltless tears.
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Thom Ward

Each Night Hinges on the Dream and the Myth

Such onions are so bitterly-depressed
they slice themselves. He was the youngest,
dirty old man and she was less reliable
than discount fireworks. Live by what you trust,
not by what you fear. Avoid all unicorns
who piss rainbows. Tomorrow and next
week are too late – love requires love
today. Standing in the desert, worms
and tackle, we fish for rain, the most
difficult catch. When a child goes hungry,
archangels starve. I believe I’ve exhausted
enough time in the company of death.
How to escape the prison-house of language.
Any chance we’ll get to add a PS at the end?
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Nancy White

The Womb Retires

Let me bronze it like a little shoe
to remember. My danger-cup,
red toy car, fruit ballooning…
From thimble to fist to loaf to
big hot stove, that was me and
for a while you thought
it was you. Turning out its last
pocket, it hums a few
stray phrases. Shall we throw
a bon voyage fete? But what cruise
to send it on? No sea big enough,
no boat too small.
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Chan Wing-chi

A Duo Concerto For Moon & Noon
Dedicated to my 100-years-old- Grand-Teacher Prof. Jao Tsung-I

Mountain over hill, shock and bust, passed behind my flight,
amidst cloud, torchable is silent, rhythmic noon,
hard melodizing a trusty rainbow across sky,
immeasurable miles above ground—
Prosodic theme.
Melodic dream—
Inseparable smiles beyond sound,
off heart, liberalized de dusty crossbow to fly,
torched to kiss the past resilient, pianismic moon,
cast montage of listen after view, rock and dust, on starlight.
Shy moon—
torches tonight’s cloud, unkissable,
flies to lead crossbow off the rainy, dusty heart,
dreams beyond pianismic sound of inseparable smiles,
star listens to montage cast for lightsome dust, rock, by view.
My sight’s passed over mountain behind bust/shock on a hill,
themes grounded on immeasurable of rhythmic miles,
sky synchronizes heartened, trusty rainbow hard,
proud amidst today’s untouchable—
Shiny noon.
Melodic theme—
Inseparable smiles beyond sound,
off heart, liberalized de dusty crossbow to fly,
torched to kiss the past resilient, pianismic moon,
cast montage of listen after view, rock and dust, on starlight.
Mountain over hill, shock and bust, passed behind our flight,
amidst cloud, torchable is silent, rhythmic noon,
hard melodizing a trusty rainbow across sky,
immeasurable miles above ground—
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Prosodic dream.
Star listens to montage cast for lightsome dust, rock, by view,
dreams beyond pianistic sound of inseparable smiles,
flies to lead crossbow off the rainy, dusty heart,
torches tonight’s cloud, unkissable—
Pianismic moon.
Rhythmic noon—
Proud amidst today’s untouchable,
sky synchronizes heartened, trusty rainbow hard,
themes grounded on immeasurable of rhythmic miles,
my sight’s passed over mountain behind bust/shock on a hill.

"Prof. Jao Tsung-I, Wei Lun Honorary Professor of Fine Arts at CUHK, became the first Asian sinologist to be made an Associate
Foreign Member of the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres (the Académie), Institut de France, at a ceremony held at CUHK
on 19 September. The Académie, one of the five academies of the Institut de France, was founded in 1663 and plays an essential
role in the advancement of historical, archaeological and philosophical scholarship in France and the world. The Associate Foreign
Membership is the highest honour conferred on overseas academicians of the Institut de France.
Professor Jao is a world-famous Chinese scholar whose erudition covers a wide range of subjects in Chinese art, archeology,
history, literature and philosophy, from Dunhuang studies, oracular bone inscriptions to historical musicology, to name but a few.
His seminal works include over 80 books and 500 treatises. He is also a painter, musician and calligrapher of the highest calibre."
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Sarah Ann Winn

Hand Stitched

How far were you from me, that first winter,
when I drove like a seam ripper the length of 95.
You were north of the sun for me, south of the moon.
The scars have eased, the stitches dissolved
the pale blue pencil line washed out, erased
the mark beside your name and mine.
We’re a garment, altered, the expert seamstress
cuts without a pattern, sews with surety.
You were north of the sun for me, south of the moon.
Not the threader, drawing me through an impossible eye,
you were the thread. I’m on the mend.
The mark beside your name and mine
means iron here. Fold together and button,
we are wool. Warm. Hand-dyed, strong,
you were north of the sun for me, south of the moon.
Handmade, I’d lost my mate, I was mismatched,
reclaimed, a cloth compass pointing
towards the mark beside your name and mine,
where we live now, north of the sun, south of the moon.
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Pamela Murray Winters

End of the Festival
Lyons, Colorado, 2010

Ass over teakettle, pretty pink Suzanne
tumbles into the blue blanket of a stranger,
fallen from the arm of her new “side-sister,”
as she calls me. I’ve just learned her name. She’s shaken the fence,
drawn the clasp of navy-blue Security, caused a staggerback
among the festivarians now gathering recyclables,
folding their green chairs. The stage is empty.
She must return to the one who brought her,
and she doesn’t want the festival to end.
And though I’ve never flung open my legs
in a dance-inspired freefall,
or retched across the fire lane, or gargled
my own name in a drowned throat, I don’t teetotal
in places like this. I’ve sobbed, squatting in the mud at the feet
of a yellow-haired guitarist. I’ve fled a song
nearly into the ocean, feared a voice that filled my veins
would break me, lived meeting, consummation, divorce
in three stanzas and a bridge.
So I know what’s taken Suzanne down
to stammer and stumble, and it’s not all from a bottle. I, too,
have found fast friends to hold me up, heart companions
gone in an instant. I’ve flipped, fallen. This very day,
not a drop of Fat Tire Ale in me,
I’ve seen two great birds wheel to mate or battle
above the stage where Richard Thompson plies his trade
and held in my mouth the reckless phrase:
Richard, do you see those same birds? Tell me,
please, what kind of birds.
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Kathi Wolfe

An Uppity Blind Girl poem
Uppity Speaks of Charleston
For once, I have nothing to say –
to my girlfriend, my sister - myself.
Even to God. If I could believe
in anything after the shootings.
Did She not hear the shots? Nine
gun downed in a church just
for being black — for Chrissake!
No wonder Jesus felt forsaken
at the Cross. This is our Gethsemane.
To say I am color-blind is to be blind:
who isn’t under the spell — the curse
of color? Even we who are blind
are spellbound by color. When she
was a child, Helen Keller and her pals
of all colors ran wild. She learned
who the black kids were when she felt their hair.
I do not want to feel anyone’s hair,
other than my lover’s. Or my BFFs
if we’ve had a fight. Yet, I’d like
to imagine black and white — to understand
the hatred — the strife.
When I try, my mind’s eye only finds
a crunchy black and white cookie,
“Sunset Boulevard” ready for its close-up,
my cousin’s black and white collie —
until I remember my pal Jamie — blind, sassy
and smart like me — marooned in “special ed”
because she’s black. And I’m back in Gethsemane.
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Katherine E. Young

Phantom Limb

First the doctors peel my flesh,
expose the bone, saw it smooth.
Working in layers, they mold muscle,
snug up tissue to cushion the stump,
snip skin in overlapping flaps
exactly the way you’d wrap a present,
pleating sudden ridges and angles.
And then, prosthesis: liner, socket,
foot. I’ll walk, all right: you’ll notice
nothing amiss, unless you’re watching
in the evening hour, when shapes
branch off in doorways, two by two —
you’ll see me stumble on the side
he always took, while in the houses
doors bang shut, lights flick on.
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Ed Zahniser

Just Work On

Renoir—was it?—wrapped
his hand and painted on
through the pain
and Bob Dylan
with arthritis still touring
playing not much guitar
but keyboards now
whereas
Mickey Mantle switch-hit
until his knees gave out
then switched to booze like
something had been lost
The trick is in the knowing
nothing’s lost—
you find the hand wrap
switch from guitar to keyboards
watch to see where your breath
turns in the tube to
your portable oxygen tank
and how the light glints off
that point like off ancient
Egyptian icons revealed
in Giacometti’s skinny
sculptures
Just work on
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War, she is an Institute for Policy Studies Associate Fellow.
Jean Emerson’s poetry has been published in numerous reviews and anthologies She has emceed a long-standing open
reading series in San Jose, CA. and has been a featured reader in venues in the Bay Area, and Italy. She has been active for
over two decades in teaching poetry and memoir writing.
Robert Ertman writes haiku as a Zen practice of being fully in the present moment. This series comes from a Bearing
Witness retreat with Bernie Glassman and the Zen Peacemakers at Auschwitz-Birkenau: sitting in silence by the train
tracks, chanting the names of the dead, singing in the children's barracks.
Gil Fagiani’s most recent poetry book is Stone Walls (Bordighera Books, 2014). He has translated into English poetry
written in Spanish, Italian and Abruzzese dialect. Gil co-curates the Italian American Writers’ Association’s readings in
Manhattan and is a founding member of the Vito Marcantonio Forum.
Emily Ferrara is the author of The Alchemy of Grief, a poetry collection awarded the Bordighera Poetry Prize, published in
bilingual edition with Italian translation by Sabine Pascarelli. Ferrara is an assistant professor of family medicine at
University of Massachusetts Medical School, where she teaches creative writing to medical students.
Emily Fragos is the recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship in Poetry, a Literature Award from the American Academy of
Arts & Letters, and the 2015 Witter Bynner Prize from the Library of Congress. She has published two books of poetry,
Hostage (2011) and Little Savage (2004), and edited five anthologies for the Everyman’s Pocket Library. Emily Fragos is a
native New Yorker who teaches at NYU and Columbia University.
Maria Mazziotti Gillan is a recipient of AWP’s 2014 George Garrett Award, Poets & Writers’ 2011 Barnes & Noble Writers
for Writers Award, and the 2008 American Book Award. She is founder/executive director of the Poetry Center at Passaic
County Community College, and director of creative writing/professor of English at Binghamton University-SUNY.
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Michael S. Glaser served as Poet Laureate of Maryland from 2004 – 2009 and is a Professor Emeritus at St. Mary’s College
of Maryland. Editor of three anthologies, he also co-edited the Collected Poems of Lucille Clifton. He has published seven
collections of his own work, and writes reviews for the Friends Journal.
Barbara Goldberg authored four prize-winning books of poetry, most recently Kingdom of Speculation. Her translations of
Israeli poet Moshe Dor appear in Scorched by the Sun. Recipient of two NEA fellowships as well as awards in translation,
fiction and speechwriting, Goldberg is Series Editor of the Word Works’ International Editions. www.barbaragoldberg.net

Michael Gushue runs the nano-press Beothuk Books and is co-founder and co-publisher of Poetry Mutual Press. His work
appears online (Beltway Poetry Quarterly, Anomalous 8) and in print (Indiana Review, Third Coast, Hotel Amerika). His
chapbooks are “Gathering Down Women,” “Conrad" (Silver Spoon Press) and "Pachinko Mouth” (Plan B Press).
Richard Harteis is a writer who has served as president of the WilliamMeredithFoundation.org since 2007, and currently
directs the publishing house, Poets-Choice.com. In 2008 he produced a 35-mm, 90-minute film based on his book
MARATHON. His most recent work, WMD: A MEMOIR was published in 2014. He lives in Uncasville, Ct. and West Palm
Beach, Florida.
Geoffrey Himes is a poet, songwriter, playwright and journalist who lives in Baltimore, Maryland. He is the singing host of
the Roots Café Singer-Songwriter Series and a regular contributor to the Washington Post, Smithsonian Magazine,
Downbeat, Paste, the Nashville Scene and other publications.
Le Hinton is the author of five poetry collections. His work has been widely published and can be found in The Best
American Poetry 2014, Little Patuxent Review, the Baltimore Review, and outside Clipper Magazine Stadium in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, incorporated into Derek Parker's sculpture Common Thread.
Joanna Howard lives in Darnestown MD. with her husband and three lively cats. She teaches English at Montgomery
College and is the technology editor of the Potomac Review as well as the coordinator of A Splendid Wake.
Elizabeth Ann James (1935-2013) poet, journalist, playwright, dancer, and teacher in Columbus, was a true cultural worker
who lived out her belief that the arts (especially poems) are essential to achieve social justice. Her poems appeared in
many anthologies, and her awards include those from the Academy of American Poets and Ohio Arts Council. "Beatitudes
911" (unpublished) was written in 2006.
Sonja James is the author of The White Spider in My Hand (New Academia/Scarith Books, 2015), Calling Old Ghosts to
Supper (Finishing Line Press, 2013), Children of the Moon (Argonne House Press, 2004), and Baiting the Hook (the Bunny &
the Crocodile Press, 1999). Her poems have appeared in FIELD, the Gettysburg Review, 32 Poems, Court Green, Beloit
Poetry Journal, Gargoyle, The Iowa Review, Verse Daily, The South Carolina Review, and Poet Lore, among others. Among
her honors are four Pushcart Prize nominations. In addition, she writes a weekly poetry book review column for The
Journal, which is a West Virginia newspaper.
Honorée Fanonne Jeffers is the author of four books of poetry, most recently, The Glory Gets (Wesleyan, 2015). She grew
up in North Carolina and her ancestral home of Georgia, but has lived on the prairie since 2002, where teaches at the
University of Oklahoma.
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Rocky Jones is a poet, musician, and multimedia artist. He co-produces poetry readings in Annapolis, MD. He has
performed his poetry at Nobody's Wedding in Arlington, VA, and the Corner of Poetry and Main in Westminster, MD. His
work has appeared in the Poet's Feast, Poets' Ink, and Gargoyle.
Sarah Katz is Publications Assistant at the Association of Writers & Writing Programs. She has an MFA in poetry from
American University, where she received the Myra Sklarew Award for her thesis. Her work appears or is forthcoming
in Heavy Feather Review, NANO Fiction, jmww, RHINO, Temenos, and elsewhere.
Young Bong Kim was born and raised in Korea. The translator, Myong Hee Kim, is a member of his congregation. As a boy
he wanted to be a poet but studied economics at his father’s urging. Then he was called to ministry, and studied Christian
theology in Korea and the U.S. He is the author of several books of religious writings and is now the Pastor of the Korean
United Methodist Church of Greater Washington.
Dai Sil Kim-Gibson is an independent filmmaker/writer, known for championing the compelling but neglected issues of
human rights. Her films were screened worldwide, and broadcast nationally on PBS. A former professor of Religion
at Mount Holyoke College, and an author of three books, her latest book is a memoir, Korean Sky.
Alan King is an author, poet and journalist who blogs about art and social issues at alanwking.com. A Cave Canem graduate
fellow, he holds a Masters of Fine Arts in Creative Writing from the Stonecoast Program at the University of Southern
Maine. He’s the author of the poetry collection, DRIFT.
Tom Kirlin is a lapsed farmer and iambic fundamentalist; He’s a reluctant transcendentalist and the author of Under the
Potato Moon (Little Red Tree Publishing, LLC, 2013). He taught at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, was awarded the
Larry Neal Award for Poetry and an NEH Fellowship, and with his wife, Katherine, collected and edited the Smithsonian
Folklife Cookbook (Smithsonian Press, 1991).
Stellasue Lee is published in numerous literary journals. Two of her books have been entrants for the Pulitzer Prize,
Firecracker Red, and Crossing The Double Yellow Line. Winner of the grand prize in Poetry To Aide 2013 by Humanity Al
Falah in Malaysia. She received her Ph.D. from Honolulu University.
Merrill Leffler is the author of three books of poetry, most recently, Mark the Music. He taught literature at the US Naval
Academy and for more than 20 years wrote about Chesapeake Bay science at the University of Maryland. The publisher of
Dryad Press, he lives in Takoma Park, Maryland.
Peter Dan Levin won a Fulbright Scholarship to study theater in London.
After working as an actor on Broadway, in regional theater and in Shakespearean Repertory, he directed plays for theater
plus movies for television. He also writes poetry and practices Tai Chi.
Maria Lisella's work appears in Thieves in the Family (NYQ Books), Amore on Hope Street (Finishing Line Press) and Two
Naked Feet (Poets Wear Prada). She co-curates the Italian American Writers Association readings, is a member of brevitas
and is the Queens Poet Laureate, NY. She is an editor specializing in tourism.
Chris Llewellyn's labor poetry is in many anthologies including SIXTY YEARS OF AMERICAN POETRY, and in two books.
FRAGMENTS FROM THE FIRE: THE TRIANGLE SHIRTWAIST COMPANY FIRE ... (Walt Whitman Award of the AAP), and
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STEAM DUMMY. Chris is also a visual artist and an advocate for disability rights. The expanded FRAGMENTS ... and her
Collected and Selected Poems are to be published in 2016.

Calder Lowe is an award-winning writer, editor, Ragdale Foundation alumna and former college English instructor. In 2010,
Jacaranda Press published HOLDING THE LIGHT IN YOUR ARMS, a collection of her poetry and flash fiction, and in 2014,
her prose collection, THE LIGHT ON HIS FEET, was released by Dragonfly Press.
Greg McBride is the author of Porthole (Liam Rector Prize for Poetry, Briery Creek Press, 2012) and Back of the Envelope
(Copperdome Press, 2009). Work appears in Gettysburg Review, River Styx, Salmagundi and Southern Poetry Review.
Awards include the Boulevard Emerging Poet prize. He edits The Innisfree Poetry Journal.
Originally from Jamaica, Shara McCallum has published four books, most recently The Face of Water: New and Selected
Poems and This Strange Land. Her forthcoming collection, Madwoman, will be published in 2017 in the US & UK.
Judith McCombs is a poet and ex-contra-ceptual visual artist who won Maryland SAC’s highest 2009 Individual Poetry
Award. Her poems appear in Beltway, Calyx, Innisfree, Nimrod (Neruda Award), Poetry, Shenandoah (2012 GraybealGowen Prize); her Habit of Fire Selected; and Slipstream (forthcoming, BrickHouse). She arranges a poetry series at
Kensington Row Bookshop.
Leslie McGrath is the author of Opulent Hunger, Opulent Rage, a poetry collection, and two chapbooks. McGrath's latest
book is a satiric novella in verse, Out From the Pleiades. She teaches creative writing and literature at Central CT State
University and is series editor of The Tenth Gate poetry prize.
E. Ethelbert Miller is a literary activist and the board chair of the Institute for Policy Studies (IPS). He is the author of nine
books of poetry and two memoirs. His Collected Poems edited by Kirsten Porter will be published by Willow Books next
spring.
Miles David Moore is founder and host of the IOTA poetry reading series in Arlington, Va. He is also film reviewer for the
online arts magazine Scene4. His books of poetry are The Bears of Paris (Word Works, 1995); Buddha Isn’t Laughing
(Argonne House Press, 1999); and Rollercoaster (Word Works, 2004).
Yvette Neisser Moreno is the author of Grip, winner of the 2011 Gival Press Poetry Award, and the translator of two
volumes of poetry from Spanish. She is the founder and co-director of the DC-Area Literary Translators Network.
Mary Morris lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Her poems appear or are forthcoming in Poetry, Prairie Schooner, Quarterly
West, and The Columbia Review. She received the Rita Dove Award and the New Mexico Discovery Award.
Lisa J. Munson’s work has appeared in The Delaware Poetry Review, Haggard and Halloo, and Amaranth. She is the
recipient of the 2010 Anne Arundel Community College Foundation Metrical Poetry Prize and is a co-editor of Fledgling
Rag (pub. IrisGPress).
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Jean Nordhaus’s six books of poetry include Innocence (Ohio State University Press) and The Porcelain Apes of Moses
Mendelssohn (Milkweed Editions.) She has been coordinator of the poetry programs at the Folger Shakespeare Library and
served as President of Washington Writer’s Publishing House. She is Review Editor of Poet Lore.
Max Ochs is Cousin to Phil Ochs, and fair guitarist in his own right –Ochs’s poetry seems to have music at heart and a faith
in what community can achieve. Hear him speak his poetry on “Hooray for Another Day” [Tompkins Square CD]. A new
collection of his poems titled: Just Caws" is due out this fall.
Laura Orem is a writer, artist, and educator who lives in Red Lion, PA. She is the author of the chapbook, "Castrata: a
Conversation" (Finishing Line Press, 2014), and is a featured blogger at "The Best American Poetry.”
Sabine Pascarelli grew up in Germany, she is a published poet and authors children's books. She works as a translator
of English, Italian, and German (The Alchemy of Grief by Emily Ferrara, winner of the Bordighera Poetry Award 2007, Cosa
Farei per Amore by Grace Cavalieri, and others) She lives and works in Tuscany.
Linda Pastan’s 14th book of poems, Insomnia, is due in the fall of 2015. She has twice been a finalist for the National Book
Award, and in 2003 she won the Ruth Lilly Prize for lifetime achievement. She was Poet Laureate of Maryland from 1991
to 1995.
Richard Peabody is the founder and co-editor of Gargoyle Magazine and editor (or co-editor) of 23 anthologies including
Mondo Barbie, Conversations with Gore Vidal, and A Different Beat: Writings by Women of the Beat Generation. The
author of a novella, three short story collections, and seven poetry books, he is also a native Washingtonian. Peabody
taught fiction writing at Johns Hopkins University for 15 years. His new book is The Richard Peabody Reader (Alan Squire
Publishers, 2015).
Sixty-six year old Patty Prewitt has served 29 years in prison for a murder she did not commit and she will not be eligible
for parole until 2036, Patty began writing poetry through the Prison Performing Arts Program out OF St. Louis. More info
at justiceforpatty.tumblr.com
Jim Reese is an Associate Professor of English; Director of the Great Plains Writers’ Tour at Mount Marty College in
Yankton, South Dakota; and Editor-in-Chief of 4 PM Count. Reese’s poetry and prose have been widely published. Since
2008, Reese has been one of six artists-in-residence throughout the country who are part of the National Endowment for
the Arts’ interagency initiative with the Department of Justice’s Federal Bureau of Prisons. His third book, Really
Happy, was published by New York Quarterly Books in 2014.
Kim Roberts is the author of four books of poems, most recently Fortune’s Favor: Scott in the Antarctic (Poetry Mutual,
2015). She co-edits the journal Beltway Poetry Quarterly and the web exhibit DC Writers’ Homes.
Avideh Shashaani is the founder and president of the Fund for the Future of our Children. Her books, “Promised Paradise”,
“Remember Me” and “Tell Me Where To Be Born”, and her translations of Persian mystical texts reflect her passion for
truth and justice. She received her Ph.D. in Sufi Studies.
Laura Shovan is poetry editor for Little Patuxent Review and editor of two poetry anthologies. Herchapbook, Mountain,
Log, Salt and Stone, won the inaugural Harriss Poetry Prize. The Last Fifth Grade of Emerson Elementary, her novel-inverse for children, will be published in2016.
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Sue Silver, a poet and photographer and Nurse Anesthetist from Shepherdstown, West Virginia, is published in several
volumes of the Anthology of Appalachian Writers, Lummox Press III among others, at www.danmurano.com as the featured
poet for December 2014 and has been interviewed by Grace Cavalieri for “The Poet and The Poem”.
Myra Sklarew was educated at Tufts, Johns Hopkins, and Cold Spring Harbor Biological Laboratory. Researcher on memory
and frontal lobe function at Yale Medical School, author of collections of poetry, essays, fiction and forthcoming, A Survivor
Named Trauma from SUNY Press, she directed Yaddo Artists Community and taught at American University.
Dolsy Smith works as a librarian at the George Washington University. His poetry and prose has appeared recently in the
online journals Dreginald, Better, Cricket Online Review, and Evening Will Come. The Clandestine Reading Room, a
collaborative installation undertaken with the artist W. Kant Smith, was featured in the show A Monument to Cold War
Victory in 2014 in New York City.
Obsessed with the seductive force of modern female icons, LA artist Daena Title’s color drenched figurative paintings
focus on the love/hate relationship of women, beauty, self worth and society. A transplanted NY-er with a Wellesley
College BA in both Art History and Theatre Studies, Title’s expressionist work has been shown in gallery and museum
spaces since '98, including the Tullman Collection and Brooklyn Museum’s Elizabeth A. Sackler On Line Feminist Art Base.
For more about Title please explore daenatitle.com
Melissa Tuckey is author of Tenuous Chapel, which was awarded the ABZ First Book Award, selected by Charles Simic
(2013). She’s a fellow at Black Earth Institute and a co-founder of Split This Rock. She lives in Ithaca, NY and is currently at
work editing an eco-justice poetry anthology.
Maria van Beuren is an indexer who lives in North Haverhill, New Hampshire. Maria’s poetry has been published
sporadically. She is the hostess of Toad Hall Writers’ and Artists’ retreats, which are held annually at Toad Hall, her home,
where she has identified 3 species of toads in the garden.
Thom Ward has published five full-collections of poetry and one poetry chapbook. His most recent collection, *Etcetera's
Mistress,* was published by Accent Publishing in 2011. Ward teaches creative writing classes at high schools, colleges and
literary centers around the county. He lives in western New York with his spider-plant Ralph
Nancy White’s Sun, Moon, Salt won the Washington Prize; her second, Detour came out from Tamarack Editions in 2010.
She publishes in a range of literary journals, from Ploughshares and FIELD to Rattle and Nimrod. She is editor-in-chief and
president at The Word Works based in Washington DC.
Chan Wing-chi, a Washingtonian poet cum musician, organized the Washington, DC Youth Orchestra’s ten concert tours to
Europe and Asia, during his tenure as Development Director. Also he served as consultants for National Endowment for
the Arts and China National Symphony, adjunct professor at Green Mountain College in Vermont and Shenyang Music
Conservatory in China, and external examiner for New York University’s Master’s program.
Spearheading to score his
mind of conceptual art, minimalism and pointillism music, Chan has synchronized tonal rhyming perception in composing
English poetry. In 2007, Chan, as choral conductor, took a team of twelve American vocalists to participate in a Memorial
Concert for the 70th Anniversary of Nanking Massacre.
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Sarah Ann Winn lives in Manassas Virginia. Her work has appeared or will appear soon in Cider Press Review, Hobart
(online), Massachusetts Review, Nashville Review, and RHINO, among others. Her chapbook, Portage, was released by
Sundress in 2015. Visit her at http://bluebirdwords.com or follow her @blueaisling on Twitter.
Pamela Murray Winters lives in Maryland but hankers for England, New or Old. Her poems have appeared in the
Gettysburg Review, Gargoyle, Fledging Rag, the anthologies Gathered: Contemporary Quaker Poets and Takoma Park
Writers 1981, and other publications.
Kathi Wolfe’s most recent collection The Uppity Blind Girl Poems, winner of the 2014 Stonewall Chapbook Competition,
was published by BrickHouse Books in 2015. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in Wordgathering, Gargoyle,
Poetry Magazine and other publications. She was a 2008 Lambda Literary Foundation Emerging Writer Fellow.
Katherine E. Young is the author of Day of the Border Guards, Miller Williams Arkansas Poetry Prize finalist, and translator
ofTwo Poems by Inna Kabysh. Young’s poems appear in Prairie Schooner and Subtropics, among others. Her translations
won third prize in two Joseph Brodsky-Stephen Spender competitions (2014, 2011).
Ed Zahniser was a founding editor of Some Of Us Press and has been poetry editor of Wilderness and Antietam Review.
His poems have appeared in 150 US and UK literary venues, 10 anthologies, four books, and five chapbooks. He was senior
writer/editor for the National Park Service Publications Group.
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MiPOesias guest editor, Grace Cavalieri, is the author of several books of poems and produced plays. She produces/ hosts
"The Poet and the Poem from the Library of Congress" for public radio. She's poetry columnist/reviewer for "The
Washington Independent Review of Books."
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